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it’s a bit disconcerting to find out that a company that has always taken great pains to inform the
public of any changes to the microsoft windows software is going to be in the habit of silently

pushing out software patches that are causing so much trouble. the fact that people are calling this a
new trend is exactly the problem. in the past, microsoft has been very slow to release patches and
updates. but this one is the first of its kind, and now it’s not even the first time that they’ve done

something like this. it’s the first time that people are suddenly surprised. i find it amazing that norton
still exists, given the extent of their cheating. they have lost a huge amount of my goodwill. great!
now what? the hackers sometimes come up with a good idea, and provide a fascinating insight into
the inner workings of a company. as it happens, microsoft has itself been dealing with data theft for

some time. this hack is pretty standard stuff. the only interesting part is that it was actually
distributed to the media by an employee. the irony of the media reporting on this is that it is a day
after they published the security bulletin for a 0-day ms10-040 vulnerability, and a day before they
published the second 0-day ms10-041 on the same vulnerability. all the media jumped on the story,
despite the fact that it seems to be a classic employee theft. ms has now issued an advisory with the

same name as this hack, describing the matter as a 'poorly executed social engineering attack'.
hackers, what is your motive? the same as any other hacker, money, or for the sheer challenge of it.

whatever it was, it seems to have been successful. it's clear that the attackers had some level of
success, as they were able to execute the hack while under the cover of office services. the hack

was apparently successful enough to convince the attackers to go to print. but, as this is not a virus,
there was no delivery mechanism of any kind. in a virus, it might be possible to send itself to a

remote machine, but in this case the attacker needed to be able to get it onto the target machine.
so, they needed to set up a remote computer, with the ability to access the target machine, and
download the hack to it, then set it up so that it was able to execute the hack. why hack to steal?
there are plenty of reasons to hack, but one of the biggest is to gain access to data. whether the

data is personal or business, it is the same. in the case of this hack, the attackers apparently gained
access to the target computer, which would have given them access to both home and business

data. who is to blame for this? everyone is to blame in their own way. the media were quick to jump
on this story, and it served to bring attention to ms's incompetence. it would be easy to blame the
people who developed office, but the reality is that many of them are in the us, and have no idea

what is going on in the rest of the world. the person who made the decision to not patch was in the
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uk, and the person who thought it was a good idea was in india. as for who is to blame at the lower
level, there are many levels of responsibility, but some easy ones to point to are the developers of
the product, the developers of the management tools, and the system administrators. it is their job
to ensure that all of these are up to date. how can i stop this? the good news is that this particular
hack is fairly easy to prevent. firstly, you should never run applications from unknown sources, or

install them without validating the source first.
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do its important to think about what you do with your computer and what you do with it. if youre a
power user, you should know about these new updates. but its not necessary to know about every
patch. its a question of risk. ms06-019 (916803) this is the fifth ms patch to affect windows vista in
less than two months. as for vista, the ms06-019 update is available to all users of vista. exchange

patch builds confusion in early builds of exchange 2003, any user with permissions set to full
mailbox access has the ability to send as the owner of the mailbox. microsoft determined that this
level of security permissions wasnt granular enough. microsofts own update wizard, which relies on
the ms06-016 patch, has been riddled with bugs since its release. last month, the company finally
removed the microsoft update web site from its network and replaced it with the patch site. but

according to a reader, the new site also has problems. the site doesnt update the patch for windows
xp users who manually update, and it doesnt always tell users when a patch is available. a reader
who goes by the name robert ziv wrote: it has also been reported that, when a patch is available,
microsofts update site will say that the patch is not recommended if the computer is already up to

date. this causes some users to run the patch even if theyre already up to date. microsofts explorer
browser is vulnerable norton internet security patch a nasty vulnerability in microsofts internet

explorer (ie) browser has been discovered. microsofts zero day norton internet security patch this is
a zero day vulnerability, which means it was unknown to all but the vendor when the vulnerability

was found. as well, it is a problem that can be exploited in real time against any and all windows xp
users. microsoft is working on a patch, and you can check for the patches at the ms06-016 and

ms06-017 kb sites. if youre worried about the patch you can always disable automatic updates. but if
you feel the need to install a patch, go ahead, and install it. ive done so at home and had no

problems. 5ec8ef588b
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